The word for Mykonos this season is change.

At our entrance is a new bench for those awaiting taxis.

New flower pots are in place, it seems the roots of the palm trees smother plants, pots are a good choice.

The parking lot by building C is finished with new pavers. No more dust! Spaces are available for different sized vehicles all striped and ready.

A spot for washing cars is in the center of the new lot.

Palm trees are planted along the fence.

Repairs and new steps in the garden.
There is a new ramp with lighting next to building B and 2 handicap parking spots by buildings A and B. Future designs for more handicap accessibility are in progress.

Our lawn is green and fertilized. Repairs are being done as needed. A garden crew arrives every tuesday, they supply lawn mowers and other garden utensils, a savings for us. We are looking upscale, folks, like our complex should.

The staff in their new uniforms.

REMINDERS:
NO HOUSEHOLD GARBAGE IN THE RECYCLE BINS, PLEASE. There is a pop and a candy machine in the garage area, remember to use pesos when you buy your goodies. Our book exchange is still by the garages.

MYKONOS CORNER
Annette Farmer (301C) has a new great grandson, Simon Joseph Farmer, born June 16 in Gresham, Oregon.

MERRY CHRISTMAS TO EVERYONE!